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Ukrainian Helicopters Aviation Company
selects Becker Avionics' digital ICS

July 7, 2016 - Miramar, FL
Becker Avionics is pleased to announce that Ukrainian
Helicopters Aviation Company has signed a contract for
the retrofit of their 28 multipurpose Mi-8 MTV-1 medium
lift helicopters with the Becker DVCS 6100 Digital Audio
System.
"We are extremely excited that Ukrainian Helicopters has
selected Becker Avionics for its digital communications
needs" said Thomas Terschlusen, Director of Sales and
Marketing with Becker.
The multipurpose Mi-8 MTV-1 medium lift helicopters are
capable of performing a wide variety of air operations.
Ukrainian Helicopters Aviation Company, Ukraine's
largest helicopter operator, has played a pivotal role in
global humanitarian, stabilization, and peacekeeping
missions for more than a decade.
Becker Avionics has delivered the first Digital Voice
Communication System (DVCS) system to Ukrainian
Helicopters. The DVCS provides many advantages over
analogue systems. The DVCS provides access to eight
communication channels (expandable up to 16), eight
navigation channels and remote capability for to up to six
pilots/operators and up to 12 passengers. The crystal
clear communications are well beyond that achievable
with
analogue
systems.
The system is fully programmable by the aircraft
operators, allowing each DVCS system to be configured
specifically to that unit's needs without any additional
wiring, switches or other modifications. Adding or
removing function to the system, new radios or any
configuration change can be done simply through a
provided
computer
program.
Ukrainian Helicopters will showcase the first upgraded
Mi-8 MTV-1 medium lift helicopters with the Becker DVCS
6100 Digital Audio System during the Farnborough
Airshow from 11 to 17 July.
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Becker invites all attendees to visit this first upgraded Mi8 MTV-1 during the event.

About Becker Avionics
For nearly 60 years, Becker Avionics has developed,
manufactured and distributed high-tech communication,
navigation, surveillance and search and rescue
equipment for airborne and ground applications. Becker
is a leader in digital avionics technology, setting the
standard in customer-centric, state-of-the-art airborne
and ground-based solutions.
Becker has proudly provided world class products for
general aviation, ATC, law enforcement, military and
OEM organizations including Airbus, Airbus Helicopters,
Bell Helicopter, BAE Systems (British Aerospace), ATR,
CASA, RUAG, Xi'an Aircraft Corporation, Finmeccanica,
Pilatus Aircraft, German Air Force, Navy and Army,
German Border Patrol, German Police, Austrian Army and
Police, Swiss Air Force, Dutch Police, Security Civil, Irish
Air Corps, Egyptian Navy, Indonesian Navy, Portuguese
Air Force, U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force, U.S. Navy and U.S.
Auxiliary Civil Air Patrol.
For more information visit www.beckerusa.com
or www.becker-avionics.com

